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“We feel free because we lack the very language
to articulate our unfreedom.”
Slavoj Zizek
As I write this editorial, I am overcome by a desire
to write something that I ideally should have at the
beginning of the year. And reasonably so, for
explaining the fundamental need for criticism
should come well before explaining the intense
process of criticism. As long as one does not
understand the inherent need for criticism at all
levels of society, one cannot reasonably make an
accurate and well-directed criticism. To ignite that
need within you, that is the purpose of this
editorial.
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So, why should we criticise? Why should we, as some
people like to put it, “spit in the plates where we
eat”? Why should we not shower what we love with
unconditional, undemanding, and unmatched
affection? The answer is two-fold, as criticism has the
proven potential to better both the critic and the
subject of the critique.

Editorial Board
1. Editor-in-Chief- Samanyu Malik
2. Senior editors- Aditya Singh Parmar, Mrinank Chander, Hrittvik Moody
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6. Creative Editor- Samyak Jain
Staff Editor - Mrs Kiran Tripathi

And, of course, no individual who loves everything
around themself, and refuses to recognize the
shortcomings in their social environment, can become
a holistically better person. I consider criticism one of
the most potent forms of catharsis. Criticism provides

Special Thanks - Mr Apoorva Joshi
I.T. Team - Mr. PRashant Arora, Mr. Rahul Sridhar, Mr. Puneet Pandit
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No social structure, no matter how big or small, can
progress without those that constitute pointing out the
aws that lie within it. A lack of criticism becomes a
breeding ground for complicity and chauvinism. Of
course, societies that do not allow for meaningful and
cutting criticism inevitably collapse either into
themselves, or into oppressive and stagnant hivemind dystopias- literally 1984. We need to look no
further than the Cold War. The Soviet Union, which
practiced a policy of excessive censorship and
control over civil society inevitably came crumbling
down, while the US, though no holy cow itself, still
allowed critics to exercise their rights, and continues
to thrive today. Articially closing or discouraging
the outlets for criticism neither addresses the
fundamental need for criticism, nor eliminates it in its
entirety. And when disagreement with the status quo
reaches its peak, it erupts, and brings everything
around it crashing down.

P liticia

a positive and meaningful outlet for one's negative
emotions.
Rather than bottling emotions up within themself,
people should direct them towards places where
those emotions can be utilised for the better. As long
as that criticism is penned or spoken with convincing
air, and as long as it does not cross the unspoken
lines that exist, it becomes the most potent and
powerful force for progressive change.
You do not criticise what you hate, you only criticise
what you love; no one puts the time and effort
required into criticising what they hate. I have been
confronted, on multiple occasions, by people who ask
me why I criticise the school so much. My simple
answer is this- I criticise the school so much because I
love it so much. I criticise the school because I see so
much hidden potential within it. I criticise the school
because I feel, with all my heart, that it can become
such a better and more accommodative place for
everyone within it.
This year, the Politicia's pages include articles from
every direction in the political aisle. The cover story
centres around the 2022 UP election, which is
perhaps the most anticipated political event in the
Indian political spectrum. Also featured is a debate
on the need for multilateralism within today's everevolving geopolitical scene. Lastly, a new section has
been added to make political ideologies and
theories more accessible to the general reader. This
time, the ideology being translated to Politicia's
pages is that of the great Chanakya. I hope that
when you read this issue, you are inspired to go out
into the dense forest of knowledge and explore it for
yourself. As always, we are constantly looking for
new articles and writers. Do not hesitate to email
politicia@welhamboys.org in case of any queries or
submissions.
My goal as the editor-in-chief has always been to
teach you the language that you lack- the language
that you must use to articulate your unfreedom. I
hope that in that pursuit, I have been somewhat
effective.
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Repealing Of The Farm Laws- Ghar-wapasi
For The Farmers?
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The Modi government in their infamous second
term passed three laws related to agriculturein
the monsoon session of the Lok Sabha in
September,2020. This time the laws were
related to agriculture, which saw agitation by
the farmers of western Uttar Pradesh, Punjab
and Haryana and soon the national capital,
surrounded by newly built expressways under
the Modi Government, was occupied and
blocked in Ghazipur, Tikri and Singhu borders.

Jr.

The Essential Commodities (Amendment) Act is an
amendment which removes cereals, pulses,
oilseeds, edible oils, onion, and potatoes from
the list of essential commodities.
The act gives freedom to the private investors to
produce, hold, move, distribute, and supply
produce leading to private sector investing in
agricultural sector.
All we could hear from the farmers' side
regarding these was the MSP and the labelling
of these laws as 'KAALE KANOON'.

Let us take a look at the farm laws rst
The Farmers' Produce Trade and Commerce
(Promotion and Facilitation) Act allows the
farmers to engage in trade of their agricultural
produce outside their markets notied under the
Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee
Laws(APMC Acts).
This law has removed barriers and allowed the
farmers to trade their produce outside their
states and prohibits state governments or APMCs
from levying fees and cesses on the farmers for
selling their produce.

On 26 January, the various farm unions
protesting around the capital decided to take
their protest and rally straight to the heart of
Delhi and the government.
The farmer unions decided to take a tractor to
Lutyens Delhi which ended up in violence across
the nation's capital.
The tractor parade by the protesting farmers on
the occasion of the 71st Republic Day of Indiasaw
events of disharmony and the disrespecting of
the tricolour at the Red Fort by the Nihangs and
such elements who were part of the protest.
After violence in the capital and multiple police
personnel injured, multiple tractors were seized
along with arrests of those involved in the
violence. A few days later the protest received
international support from celebrities and
vocalists like pop star Rihanna, Greta Thunberg
along with Meena Harris, the niece of US VicePresident Kamala Harris.

The Farmers (Empowerment and Protection)
Agreement of Price Assurance and Farm
Services Act allows the farmers to engage in
contract farming where the farmers can enter
into a direct agreement with the buyer prior to
the sowing season to sell their produce at a
predetermined price. However there is no
mention of the Minimum Support Price that the
buyers have to ensure to the farmers.
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Another ugly incident in the farm protests took
place in October when ten farmers and a
journalist were run over by a speeding car
driven by Ashish Mishra, son of Union Minister of
State Ajay Mishra in Lakhimpur Kheri district of
Uttar Pradesh.

What does the future hold for the farmers who
will returning home once the laws have been
repealed in the winter session?
The politicizing of these laws and protest might
lead to a major upset in the coming elections
and we might see these faces in the legislative
assemblies of these states, if at all they contest
elections. A majority of the population in these
regions are farmers who have been agitating
against these laws.

This incident resulted in the casualty of eight
farmers and the Samyukt Kisan Morcha
declared this incident as an act of terror and
planned protests for immediate arrest of the
minister's son.
There have been killings in the name of religion
in these protests where a video surfaced in
social media where an agricultural labourer
was brutally murdered and his body was
mutilated by the Nihangs at Singhu border.

laws.”
Martin
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- Arya Raj Singh
XII

After almost 12 months of unprecedented
protests,tractor parades, demands for Bharat
b a n d h , r a i l r o k o a a n d o l a n s by t h e
farmersaround the country, on November
19,2021, the nation woke up to the news of the
three contentious laws being repealed as the
government failed to convince a section of the
farmers about the benets of the legislation.
The prime minister announced the cancellation
of the laws and said that they were unable to
please the farmers regarding the farm laws
and that they would be repealing the farm laws
in the coming winter session of the Parliament.
However even after the Prime Minister
announced the cancellation of these laws, the
kisan union leaders like Rakesh Tikait have
refused to empty the expressways of Delhi and
promised to continue their protest around Delhi
till the farm laws are cancelled in the
parliament.
The question at large remains whether the
government has repealed the laws and
considered defeat or repealed them to please
the protesting farmers for the upcoming
elections, in the key states of Uttar Pradesh and
Punjab where the government is set to suffer a
decrease in their vote share due to the
protesting farmers.

newssitting.in
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CBSE ONLINE EXAMS
“Hybrid or Blended mode of examination is the
need of the hour and better facilities and social
distancing reducing the strain on logistical
constraints.” This is what the petitioners said about
the CBSE online exams.

The petitioners were supported by Senior
Advocate Sanjay Hedge who arguedsaying
there are students with various comorbidities for
whom it would be unsafe to take the exams ofine.
But the apex court responded by saying that
number of examination centres has been
increased immensely to address this very issue.

Now, before we give a judgement on whether or
not the petitioners are right or wrong, we will rst
need to understand the writ led and the role of
the various stakeholders.

Coming back to the question in the beginning,
whether or not the petitioners are right or wrong?
According to the SC the claims made by the
petitioners are not appropriate, considering the
present situation of covid and also because of the
strict measures taken by the CBSE to ensure hassle
free examinations.

Six students from class X and XII challenged the
decision of CBSE and ISC to hold the Term 1 exams
in ofine mode. This petition was led through
advocate Sumanth Nookala in the Supreme Court.
He challenged the revised examination schedule
directing the exams to be conducted in ofine
mode only.

As a student who is about to give his board exams,
I feel that the decision taken by the SC is both right
and wrong. Right, because at this point in time it is
difcult for CBSE to arrange for online
examinations on such a short notice plus the
availability of devices for giving online exams in
village schools is also a problem.

The petitioners have asserted that the date sheets
imparts exam for major subjects spread over three
weeks, placing the petitioners and the like in great
apprehension of the risk of infection and the
impact on subsequent exams. They have also
stated that conducting boards in this manner may
aggravate the situation even further, turning this
into a super-spreader event. The petitioners in
their plea have further stated that continuous
exposure through ofine exams increases the risk
of infection to covid-19 rendering the impugned
action as arbitrary and in violation of Right to
Health. They have taken a stand that Hybrid mode
of examination is the need of the hour; arguing
that obtaining consent without giving a choice to
the students is ex faciearbitrary(it is used to note
that a document's explicit terms are defective
without further investigation) and illegal.

Wrong becausethe elephant in the room still
remains the question whether or not the CBSE
exams will trigger a domino effect and eventually
lead to the outbreak of the COVID-19 third wave.
The responsibility of protecting students from
harm in case they get into contact with someone
carrying COVID-19 lies with the CBSE, simply
because of the fact that the board exams are
mandatory for all students. Exams such as the
JEE,NEET and CLAT could be conducted because
they were voluntary, but conducting a compulsory
exam for millions of students simultaneously and
throughout the country is highly problematic.

Following the plea, a Supreme Court bench
comprising Justice AM Khanwilkar and Justice C.T
Ravi Kumar conducted a hearing on 18 t h
November.
They rejected the petition saying “Don't mess up
with the education system...Let the authorities do
their job well… It is too late now… This last-minute
business should be discouraged”. But the SC also
added that if there are any shortcomings in Covid
precautionary measures during the examination,
then they should be immediately remedied by the
authorities.

Nothing can be done now, however, because even
the apex court has forsaken the students of the
country. All we can do now, as class 12 students, is
wish each other best of luck, and weather the
raging pandemic for the sake of marks.
-Aditya Singh Parmar
XII
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'Manipulation', it is a word that is not quite
appreciated. Even after despising the word, it is
used frequently by both the powerful and
ambitious.

: The Treaty of Versailles - It was a treaty made to
end the rst world war. In this the allies had the
upper hand, so using their victory to their unethical
advantage they formed a harsh and submissive
treaty to be signed by Germany.

People have and will continue to use manipulation
to their advantage, it has become the very root of
our so called 'free society'. Politicians and business
men have used manipulative measures to their
advantage, this has been done through various
means mostly when ambitious and desperate
people come in contact with corrupt ofcials.
Manipulation can sometimes be used for the
'greater good', a deed portrayed to be
benetting both the initiator and the nation or
sometimes even the world. Although numerous
incidents in the past have proven otherwise, one
such occurrence was the state of Columbia during
Pablo Escobar's regime.

Manipulation is a beautiful term which acts as the
necessary evil the world needs to prosper in a
quicker way. A wise man once said “Control gives
you power, and manipulation is the best source to
accomplish control.”

-Jaap Sardana
IX

'Pablo Fernando Escobar Gaviria' was the head of
the Medellin cartel. He was the fourth richest man
through his legal businesses despite being a drug
lord by profession. During Escobar's long duration
of terror in the country he had thrown a tantrum at
the very nation. A tantrum or his desperate way of
escaping extradition had let out complete chaos
over the entire state.He had organized what some
may call narco-terrorism. The result of the
profound conict was the death of three
Columbian presidents in favor of extradition and
also the death of countless innocent citizens, all-inall the result of the war was in favor of the criminal
mastermind. Pablo was given a free pass and was
sentenced into a posh prison he had made for
himself, and also had the advantage of a shorter
sentence as a bonus. The reason and the long
lasting of the war can be partly blamed on the
manipulative measures Escobar had to take, and
the strings he had to pull along the entire duration
of the conict.
In the mentioned scenario the entire Columbian
government was made to see their worst days.
Although Escobar was not solely to be blamed as
such a drastic event wouldn't have occurred without
tacit approval of ofcials. A I had earlier
mentioned manipulation also has a positive side. To
further prove this claim, allow me to refer to the
past mandates.

Kindpng.com
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Nationalism Or Islamophobia
Over the past month a growing feud
hasevolved on the eastern frontier of the
European Union (EU). The nations of Belarus
and Poland, accompanied by some Baltic
States are locked in a erce standoff on
refusing entry to refugees coming from the
Middle East, Africa and Afghanistan. As the
situation grew with more refugees turning up
and more security forces being deployed on
both fronts, the border has evolved from a
refugee crisis to a humanitarian crisis.

On the other hand there is the Polish narrative
to learn from. Before understanding the
narrative it is better off knowing that Polish
politics is going through a phase where the
nation is becoming more and more
conservative be it on Muslim immigration,
refugees and LGBT rights. With such a
background, Polish establishment will not
support the entry of refugees especially when
they are coming from the Belarusian side,
whom they detest. They suspect refugees
coming through Belarus could be spies or
worse. Belarus has partially succeeded in their
plan. Refugees have made it to the border and
caused a rather large ruckus, and the option
they now have is tostay put in Belarus. This is
the collateraldamage that Belarus might face.
This tactic was in response to the EU sanctions
on Belarus however it has now prompted fresh
EU sanctions on Belarus. Presently only one EU
country has stepped up to negotiate with
Belarus, namely Germany. This comes after
Belarus grounded a passenger ight to arrest
a journalist. Such dangerous acts pulled by
Lukashenko in the last 5 years have resulted in
a more polarized eastern Europe.

It is important to know where this problem
arose from.This is the effect of an elaborate
scheme orchestrated by the Belarusian
president Alexander Lukashenko. He took the
already grave state of NorthAfrica, Kurdish,
Yemeni, Syrian and most recently Afghan
refugees and decided to invite them to use
Belarus as a transit point to nd their way into
the EU. Migrants who have little understanding
of EU politics wholeheartedly signed up. On
arrival theyrealized that the EU was not on
good terms with Belarus. This is where the
present problem arises from. Presently, waves
of asylum seekers are desperately pushing
from the Belarusian side to moveinto Poland
however they remain unsuccessful because of
polish border forces. Clearly this situation has
Belarus as a clear villain but it is also important
to place Poland and the refugees somewhere
in the equation. Especially since on the 16th of
November 2021, refugees who were
frustrated by the Polish border patrol madea
riot at the border and pelted stones. Polish
personnel red smoke bombsand water
cannons.
There are two narratives to the emerging
crisis. One narrative is from the Polish
perspective and the other is from the refugee
perspective. We are accustomed to
understanding the sentiments of refugees
lately. They are eeing a place which is either
riddled with conict, hunger and violence and
in order to not go through that trouble they are
escaping to relatively safer, closer
destinations. If we look at this from the lens of
a refugee it seems justied for the refugees to
seek asylum in the EU.

-ArushKaintura
X

twitter.com
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On the 24th of October, India played its opening
match with Pakistan and failed to deliver. This
match was the rst instance ever in Cricket world
cup where Pakistan beat India in a game. Of
course, outrages took place; extremists, as usual,
awarded players with death threats. Instead of
taking it as a game, people made players'
performance a concern for national security and
articulated it like a war. People in India have not
realized that relating everything with politics,
nationalism, and patriotism is irrelevant. Indian
fast bowler Mohammad Shami was trolled
because of his religion and given death threats
specically because he's a Muslim. I always have
this question, why is it that everything twists into
an endless debate about religion? I know that this
is not the rst time Mohammad Shami has been
discriminated against over his faith; he has faced
it all his life. We know our surroundings; we know
about the people we live with.

be the one who would be hated, spewed upon,
and for this, he has massive respect from our side.
The people we call trolls are no less than
molesters. Virat Kohli was abused, given threats,
and a lot more. Sometimes, I think, how can
someone be so mentally sick that they would give
rape threats to a nine-month-old kid. A rightwing IIT grad RamnageshAkubathini was
arrested for giving rape threats to Virat Kohli's
nine-month-old daughter.
He claimed that he had not been afliated with
any political party or organization when he was
interrogated. When the screenshots of his tweet
started going viral, he changed the username
and the location to something related to Pakistan.
This is how people radicalize other people
against Pakistan, and this is the epicenter of all
the hatred. This is not the rst instance where a kid
is threatened to be raped in context to cricket.
There have been many such instances.

Some people suppor ted Shami in suc h
circumstances, there were outrages on the
internet about thediscrimination. For the rst few
days, no one from the team spoke about the
matter, and it was pretty evident that they were
scared of the outrage that would erupt if they
spoke for the right thing. Some people were
outraged by such silence of the players. It's so
interesting how there are always people to
outrage over something or other. Every day, both
sides have a new thing to outrage on. I believe
people should outrage at certain things because
that's what exercising power means, but how can
someone outrage all the time?

To conclude, the hatred for both the minority and
women in the country will never actually end
seeing the current circumstances. Every time
something happens, it's either because of women
or the minority; this is what the right wing
extremists think. I can't even say anything about
education because nobody expects an IIT grad to
do or say such absolute nonsense. It's always the
people you grow up with, and if this is what our
future looks like then, our country doesn't have a
bright future.
-Pranay Singh Dhaka
X

On the 30th of October, Virat Kohli tweeted
backing Mohammad Shami, saying, 'Attacking
someone over religion is the most pathetic thing a
human being can do.' This was very brave of the
captain. Virat Kohli could have posted the
statement earlier, but we can get his sensitivity
and insecurity in this case. It was not the fans and
cricket followers he cared about or thought
about; he represented the country. There are
specic responsibilitiesone has to care about
before posting something related to politics or
religion in a country like India. He knew he would
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Uighurs' Plight, Ummah's Silence

COP 26: The Climate Solution
Two weeks of multilateral talks concludedand a great amount of perseverance and compromise from
all parties was at display. The world witnessed groundbreaking pledges on climate action with
renewed calls for more action. In the meantime, let's focus on how the world will look like with the
implementation of these resolutions and what the present decisions mean.

To start off it is important to know the incredible
background to this summit. In the past 12 months
the planet has witnessed an catastrophic pattern
of natural disasters that scientists say were
triggered by Climate Change. Extreme ooding
in Maharashtra, the Yangtze and in Western
Europe. There has also been a steady increase
in the number of wildres and
droughts.Australia, California and Southern
Europe have witnessed these. Regardless of the
attitude of political establishments towards the
legitimacy of climate change, it can be said
without doubt that in their own political interest,
they would have to support a policy change due
to the increasing and strengthening social
movement lead by the youth for climate action.

It is now time to sit and ponder over the
question, how exactly is India amongst other
countries going to reduce using coal for power. It
is important to remember that 70% of India's
electricity alone comes from coal. This makes
phasing downcoal a harder challenge especially
when we recall that coal mining in India employs
a lot of rural and tribal population. Clearly
there are many stakeholders that stand in the
line of re between climates.
There is also another group of stakeholders on a
more international level, the middle east. It is
pretty evident that even without a major
nancial crisis, there has been a lot of struggle
in the middle east for well over 50 years. In a
world where oil consumption and purchase is at
anall-time low it could have disastrous
consequences for the middle east and other
nations that depend highly upon their fossil fuel
exports.

That brings us to COP26. Under the COP26
president Alok Sharma, the nations of the world
negotiated intensely in front of cameras to
reach a global climate target. Finally, after last
minute changes to the draft by the Indian
delegation and Chinese delegation, the nal
draft was passed well into the evening.
Bhupender Yadav, the Union Minister of
Environment led the Indian delegation in
replacing 'phasing out' to 'phasing down'. Even
Though this setback remains, it is a landmark
achievement for the world to have agreed upon
and for sworn enemies like China and the U.S.A
to have made such a large scale policy
agreements.

Only time can tell us how the results of new
climate targets that the resolution of COP26
brought. But it is important for the government
regardless of the effects to have a standby plan
to mitigate any unwanted side effects of the
resolution.

-Arush Kaintura
X

It is worthwhile noting that a lot of nations are
unhappy at India, South Africa and China for
persisting on using coal.In particular island
nations of the Maldives and the Marshall Islands
were very vocal of their disapproval of the last
minute changes, however they believed that this
was better than no deal, in the interests of the
other things that it offered.
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When the gas chambers of Nazi Germany were
discovered, when the industrialized mass murder
of Jews was revealed to humanity, people across
the world were repeating two words: “Never
Again”. It was a promise that the world will never
let something like this happen ever again, it will
never be silent on atrocities. However, seven
decades after the Holocaust, the world is
ignoring some serious signs.

It is the most militarized region in the country. One
in three Han Chinese living here works for the
security forces, and one in ten Uighur Muslims in
Xinjiang is behind bars. Xinjiang is home to 10
million Muslims, of whom, 2 million are in Chinese
jails. And those who are not, are under watch
throughout the 24 hours of the day and have to
deal with the planet's most sophisticated
surveillance system.

A new totalitarian state has emerged, a more
ambitious regime than the Nazis, undertaking a
cultural and religious genocide at home. The
Peoples' Republic of China, its vicious policy on
Uighur Muslims, and the silence of the nation
which claims to be the guardian of the Muslim
faith. The Uighurs are a minority, mostly Muslim, a
Turkic linguistic and ethnic group, native to the
Xinjiang province of today's China. They have
their own culture, own language, own cuisine…
one that is nothing like you would expect to see in
China. They don't look Chinese, don't 'talk'
Chinese, and most importantly, do not wish to feel
Chinese, but are forced to act Chinese.

There are police on every corner, checkpoints
every few kilometers, and cameras that scan
everything. China says it's doing all of this to curb
terrorism, but the world knows it is persecution.
China sends these Muslims to concentration camps
and calls them 're-education' camps. The Chinese
regime says it's correcting extremist behavior, but
these camps are places unlike any other on earth.
The Muslims are subjected to political
indoctrination, they are forced to memorize
communist principles, and those who disobey are
tortured. They face solitary connement,
deprivation of food, water, and sleep, and they
are released only when they succumb to the
beliefs and language of communist and atheist
China. But the release does not mean they are
free, they are in an open jail. They can't celebrate
their festivals, can't wear their traditional
dresse.The communist party approves the Friday
prayers, has its own version of the Qur'an, and
even prescribes names of Uighur children. China
is doing all it can to shrink the Uighur Muslim
population. The women are subjected to forced
sterilization and abortion. They are victims of
China's “Pair up and become family program”.
This means the Han Chinese men are assigned to
monitor Muslim homes.They assist, eat, and work
with Uighur Muslim women, and sleep in the same
bed.

When Mao's army marched into this East
Turkestan region, the native Uighur Muslims made
up almost 80% of the region, and today they are
on the verge of becoming a minority in their
homeland, accounting for 42% of the region's
population and Han Chinese, 40%. The Uighurs
have become victims of forced assimilation.
Controlling Xinjiang is essential for the Chinese
regime, it is the largest, and strategically the
important province of China. It is at the heart of
Xi Jinping's Belt and Road Initiative. This land is
overowing with riches, China's largest reserves,
one-third of its natural gas and oil reserves, all
come within its boundaries.
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Political Timeline- Water Wars
This is what ts the denition of state-sanctioned
rape.

determination to combat it is laudable. But so
long as he remains silent about the Uighurs, the
pledges he makes to champion the causes of the
world's Muslims will ring hollow.

The UN has called it the worst violation of human
rights post WWII, but what does the “defender
of the faith”, Pakistan, have to say about it? In
recent months, Pakistani Prime Minister Imran
Khan has positioned himself as a erce defender
of Muslims worldwide. He criticized French
President Emmanuel Macron for “encouraging
Islamophobia”, published an open letter to
Facebook asking that the platform ban
Islamophobic content, and wrote another public
missive calling on Muslim leaders to counter
Islamophobia in non-Muslim countries. Khan has
also insisted that he will never recognize the state
of Israel until Palestinians receive a just
settlement—despite the recent decisions made
by four Muslim-majority nations to normalize
relations with the Israelis.

•

-Aryaman Yadav
X

•

•

Additionally, Khan emphasizes the importance of
Islam more broadly. He encourages Pakistanis to

1910 to date: Kaveri water
dispute:The provinces of Mysore and
Madras (present day Karnataka
and Tamil Nadu) go head to head
over the dam projects being erected
that may disturb water ow in the
Kaveri.

1939-1945: Battle of the Atlantic:
To disrupt British supply lines the rst
naval confrontation of World War 2
takes place as Nazi Germany
attacks Merchant Vessels in the
North Atlantic.

1948-1960: Indus Water Dispute:
India and Pakistan are in dispute
over water rights in the Indus river
that ows through both nations.

•

1961-1963: Brazil and France go
into a dispute after French Fishing
vessels breach Brazilian waters.

•

1962: Cuban Blockade: In response
to Soviet WMDâ€™s in Cuba,the
U.S enforces a blockade in Cuba.

•

1972:Second Cod Wars: Iceland
expands its territorial waters again
to 50 nautical miles against British
Fishermen. After the Royal navy took
a more aggressive tactic Iceland
threatens to leave NATO before the
US steps in to negotiate.

•

1977: Panama turnover: After 20
years of protests US President
Jimmy Carter signs a treaty
conferring the authority of the
Panama Canal to back to Panama
after much dispute.

•

1979: Timor Gap: Australia and
Indonesia fail to reach an
agreement over the maritime
boundary extending from the island
of Timor.

•

1984: Tanker War: Iraq and Iran try
to break the deadlock between
their war by attacking oil tankers
bound for either side in order to
disrupt the other's economy.

learn more about Islamic history, and in 2019 he
joined forces with Turkish President Erdogan and

•

1956: Suez Crisis: Britain, France
and Israel launch an all out invasion
on the Suez Canal as Egypt after
Egypt exercises full control over it.

•

1958-1961: First Cod War: Iceland
successfully expands its territorial
waters with the addition of 15
nautical miles more while going up
against the British government and
the Royal navy after British
Fishermen began shing near
Iceland.

then-Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir
Mohamad to plan the launch of a new Englishlanguage TV channel focused on Islam. He also
hopes to transform Pakistan into an Islamic
welfare state modeled on the holy state of
Medina. Clearly, Khan views himself as a
spokesperson for Muslim causes. But not a word
on Uighur Muslims. Instead, Pakistan happens,
along with Saudi Arabia, Malaysia, and many
others, to defend China's position and whitewash
the genocide of Muslims in China. But I don't
blame Pakistan. It is in a Chinese debt trap; all it
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1992: Sea of Japan Dispute: South
Korea expresses disapproval for the
naming of the East Sea as the Sea
of Japan.

•

2009-Date: Somali Pirates: Pirates
from the crippled state of Somalia
begin attacking merchant vessels in
the Gulf of Aden and hold them for
ransom. Prompting a Global effort
to stop them from growing.

•

2010s-Present: The Chinese
government and Navy have begun
a growing presence in the region by
asserting dominance over
neighbours, increasing hostilities.

•

2011-Date: Piracy in Nigeria.
Pirates attack merchant vessels in
the Gulf of Guinea,disrupting the
economy of much of East Africa.

•

2011-2020: Ethiopian Renaissance
Dam: Ethiopia constructs a grand
dam on the Nile restricting water
ow for Sudan and Egypt causing
widespread condemnation and even
provoking military exercises.

•

Online Edition

•

2019-2021: Persian Gulf Crisis: US
and allies increase tensions with Iran
after multiple ship seizures in the
Strait of Hormuz by Iranian armed
forces.
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Uttar Pradesh Election' 22
Uttar Pradesh, India's fourth-largest and most
populous state is bordered by Rajasthan to the
west, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh and Delhi to
the northwest, Uttarakhand and Nepal to the
north, Bihar to the east, Madhya Pradesh to
the south and the states of Jharkhand and
Chhattisgarh to the southeast!Housing over
200 million people, Uttar Pradesh has an
entangled and unique political landscape and
the most awaited Legislative Assembly
Elections are that of this state. But before
diving deep into the happenings of the
upcoming elections and seeing what the future
holds for Uttar Pradesh, let us briey have a
look at the past.

This time the backward caste vote might fall to
BJP but they can be denitive for now,
Mayawati still tries to grab on to the Muslim
vote bank but that turf has tough competition.
BSP had the opportunity to coalesce with SP
but Mayawati's pride is bigger than the
elections, the ow of the elections will either
make Mayawati's decision a game changer or
a regret. Currently holding 15 seats in the
legislative assembly, BSP has an estimate of
around 20 seats this time, because of their
passive behavior in the landscape.
Samajwadi Party- SP has always been the
playground for family disputes.While
recovering from the 2017 election loss,
they're planning something big which
probably doesn't involve Akhilesh Yadav's
uncle, Shivpal Yadav.

UP, as we know it, was created on 1 April 1937
as the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh
during British rule, and was renamed Uttar
Pradesh in 1950, giving it the famous acronym
UP. Uttar Pradesh is divided into 18 divisions
and 75 districts, with the state capital being
Lucknow, and Allahabad serving as the
judicial capital. Uttar Pradesh takes up 7.3%
of the total area of India, and with the secondlargest state economy in the country it
contributes
21.73 lakh crore (US$290
billion) in gross domestic product and a per
capita GSDP of 95,000 (US$1,300) to this
nation.

2018- to Date: Jinghong Dam:
China completes a series of Dam
projects on the Mekong river
affecting water supply to a range
of SouthEast Asian Nations.
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SP's biggest disadvantage is its own bloodline
at this point.There is a chance that Shivpal
Yadav might take away some seats. Let us
observe how the shinning youth leader,
Akhilesh Yadav will handle such a sticky
situation. While he already has the Yadav
vote bank, SP also has a rm grip in the
educated youth because of Akhilesh's charm
but the real problem for them is that SP is still
not able to make headlines. Right now,
standing at 49 seats, SP is one of the parties
which can give stiff competition to BJP in the
elections.

Bahujan Samaj Party- TheBSP is gradually
getting shadowed by the new faces of Uttar
Pradesh. Also known as a dying party,
Mayawati is trying give a comeback with her
mighty elephant or trying to go out with glory
this one last time. Whatever it may be, this is
going to be the deciding point for BSP's fate
even though Mayawati has lost key players on
the board.

Indian National Congress- the once mighty
party is trying very hard to get back its glory
days by attacking the very capital of politics.
With Priyanka Gandhi doing all the ground
work, Congress has a slight chance to excel in
this election. The Pratapgarh incident has
made Congress get all the more respect in the
eyes of the public even though they were in
the wrong.
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Pramod Tiwari's hold on Pratapgarh(and his
contacts) has made him invincible in the
territory but this also tarnishes the image of
the Congress, as he is an outlaw politician.
Priyanka Gandhi can be seen doing all the
groundwork around UP, be it reaching the
slums or ghting for the rights of the
persecuted ones. She has been making the
headlines for quite a long time but Congress
still needs a consistent face for UP.Sheila
Dikshit could've put forward the agenda of
INC but she unfortunately passed away in July
2019. Congress always had a problem with
representation but their hopes on UP are on its
peak. Coalition is still an option for Congress
which the party will succumb to in the end.
Having 7 seats as of now but still hoping for
the numbers go beyond 300.

Farm laws have been repealed which can
play a vital role in western UP, where BJP
won't let go of this opportunity to connect with
the farmers. The Lakhimpur Kheri incident is
still enough to tarnish the image of BJP, turning
in Ashish Mishra could change it altogether.
Keshav Prasad Maurya holds a prominent
role in the elections. While BJP still holds grip
in Hindu votes, they still might need to push
their Brahmin representatives to the frontlines.
Even though BJP's image is tarnished, they still
are leading in the competition because of
AIMIM and their very loyal Hindu voters.
Changing the face in UP would be a key
change which will boost their name. They
might not hit beyond 300 this time, but their
possibility to reign is still high and this might
be their last chance because their stakes are
all in.

All India Majlis-e-Ittehad-ul-Muslimeen- With
a new entry in UP elections for 100 seats, a
wildcard (for the BJP)Assaddudin Owaisi will
attract the muslim vote bank from the pockets
of BJP's opposition. Owaisi has always left
people mesmerised with his concrete and very
educated arguments, hopefully his magic will
work in UP too. Owaisi is ready to coalesce
with anyoe and has the potential to take down
major parties and the TV9 conclave has made
him even more famous. Let us see the new
Owaisi(allegedly known as Amit Shah's man)
brings to the table.

T h e ve r y c o n f u s i n g c l i m a t e c a n b e
incomprehensible to the naked eye but upon
deeper analysis, it is clearly evident that a
coalition is the best way to go against the
BJP.The problem which arises is that no one is
ready to accomodate. The king of this
showdown would be decided in May 2022
but one thing is for sure, everybody has
cashed In everything and for some, it might be
the last time to shine.

BJP- the defender of the of the high post, BJP
is said to be at its peak, while holding power
in the state and the centre. BJP have too many
tricks up their sleeves. There may have been
incidents which've damaged the votes of the
party but it continues to ourish under the
powerful leadership of Adityanath Yogi.
Although there were talks of changing the CM
but Yogi somehow handled it.

- Shubhankar Dhulia
and Trayambak Pathak
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Political Ideology- Chanakya
The world's dynamics are based upon the
ideologies of the great men of the golden era,
every prominent decision we make today is
inuenced by their teaching and thinking.

"A man is born alone and
dies alone, and he
experiences the good and
bad consequences
of his karma alone, and he
goes alone to hell or the
supreme abode."

One of the greatest philosophers of all time, the
brain behind Chandragupta Maurya, a person
who was a professor in the biggest institution of
India, Nalanda Vishwavidyalaya, was
Vishnugupta Chanakya also known as Kautilya.
His principles seemed cynical to people but they
were based on the interest of the state and the
supreme leader.He said that to lead the world,
you need to eliminate threats and only look for
self-interest when someone challenges your
power. “Give up a person to save a family, a
family for a village, a village for a country and a
country for yourself”. Because of such principles,
the Maurya dynasty won many wars.Even though
they may revolve around self-interest, his form of
thinking was pragmatic in a world where
everyone stands for themselves.His realistic
thoughts gave people the realization that society
is not a utopia, people need to be aware of the
reals facts to rise above from others and then
beyond it. He believed that He who is overly
attached to his family members experiences fear
and sorrow, for the root of all grief is attachment.
Thus, one should discard attachment to be happy,
being attached to someone would only make one
vulnerable and helpless, the person with no
attachments has the power and capability to do
anything without fearing the consequences.
Saam(Cajole), Daam(money), Dand(force),
Bhed(dissension); he followed these principles to
conquer anyone.

Southweb.in

Not only his battle strategies but his principles on
governance were so absolute that there was no
possibility of skepticism. An equilibrium should be
maintained between the state and the people. As
an economist, trade was an integral part of the
kingdom, so very few taxes were to be imposed
and considered equality before the state very
necessary because the kingdom's backbone are
its people. In his eyes, the leader should always
be a 'Rajrishi', an idea very similar to Plato's
philosopher king. A king should be a combination
of a 'raja' and a 'rishi' (king and a philosopher),
to be dynamic, active, quick decision making like
while also connecting with the spiritual world and
being wise by connecting with philosophy. One
should be able to control his lust, attachment,
vanity and pride to lead and be a promulgator
of Dharma (a social duty, moral law based and
truth and civil code of law).
According to him the key to life and happiness
can be articulated as: 'The root of happiness is
dhar ma(ethics), the root of dhar ma is
artha(economy), the root of artha is right
governance, the root of right governance is
victorious inner restraint, the root of victorious
inner restraint is serving the aged' He believed
that merely by respecting others and bowing to
the elders, will keep one's pride in control, taking
them beyond meaningless feelings and making
them realize that there is more to life than we
know.The key to a great state and happiness is
having a strong sense of
justice and a moral inner restraint on your actions.
Chankya has written two books, 'Chanakya
neeti', the book to right governance and to
conquer your enemies and 'Arthashastra', the
book to a systematic economy. Chanakya's
realist thoughts continue to inuence the world
even today.

Saam; the rst action was to persuade people to
get your work done by showing them how they
would benet with it and by attery, Daam; if not
by words, then inuence them with money,
exploiting the greed of humans, Dand; the
serious stage, to use force to conquer your enemy.
Bhed; the strategic move, to create discord
between enemy ranks and spread re of hate
between their own. His last move always was to
win over the neighbours of your enemy to
surround them, leaving them helpless at the e
-Trayambak Pathak
X

credit-www.google.com
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Why revival of Congress is as much a
threat to Regional Parties as it is to BJP?
The Congress party has dominated the
headlines for the last few weeks.
Unsurprisingly, most of this coverage is
negative. Apart from an increasingly
embarrassing kerfufe in Punjab, theCongress
has seen a string of rebukes and attacks from
fellow opposition parties. It is battling with the
Left, and facing an increasing number of
defections to the TMC, including the ex- CM of
Goa.Simultaneously, the DMK has sidelined
the Congress in Tamil Nadu, refusing to give
the party its promised Rajya Sabha seat and
Akhilesh Yadav, an erstwhile ally, has
essentially rebuked the Congress's advances
in the upcoming UP elections. The list goes on.
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This Day, That Year

Furthermore, there is a lack of condence in
the Congress party to attract votes. With a
bumbling leadership, and repeated losses in
national elections, regional leaders have no
reason to stand with the Congress.This has
been exacerbated by the lack of similarities
between the goals of the various opposition
parties.
A Congress revival built on opposition to the
BJP will yield no results for the regional parties
that theycannot achieve on their own.
Furthermore, this revival, in any state, will take
away more votes from regional parties than it
will from the BJP. Therefore Rahul Gandhi's
“Congress revival” plan is as much a threat to
the regional parties as it is to the BJP.
The last reason is of course the personal
ambitions of these regional satraps. Each
chief minister, from Stalin to Mamta Banerjee,
wants to sit on the throne in Delhi, and each of
them realise that this is not possible with the
Gandhi family commanding 20% of the
country's votes.Therefore, to be at the
forefront of beating the BJP, they realise that it
is essential to rst beat the Congress.

There is a reason that regional parties are
cannibalising their 'big brother'. And that
reason is the politics of survival. In 2014, the
regional parties got 39% of the votes. In 2019
their voter share was only 26.4%.The
Congress meanwhile has maintained a sturdy
base of about 20%, and regional parties
have realised that it is easier to take this base
from the feeble Congress than the formidable
BJP.This new strategy has a few primary
causes.First, since a lot of regional parties are
offshoots of the Congress, they can easily
poach the votes of the Congress as they share
a mostly similar vote bank, and will have no
problem merging Congress supporters into
their vote-base.

5th December
1492 - Christopher Columbus becomes the
rst European to set foot on the island of
Hispaniola.
1496- King Manuel I of Portugal issues a
decree ordering the expulsion of Jewish
"heretics" from the country.
1560- Charles IX becomes king of France.
1578- Sir Francis Drake, after sailing through
Strait of Magellan raids Valparaiso.
1766- auctioneer James Christie holds his rst
sale.

4th December
1154 - Adrian IV elected as Pope

1931 - Cathedral of Christ the Saviour in
Moscow is destroyed on orders from Joseph
Stalin.

1259- Treaty of Paris
1534- Ottoman Sultan occupies Bagdad

1941- World War II: Great Britain declares
war on Finland, Hungary and Romania.

1563- Final meeting of Council of Trent is held
-Mrinank Bhartari Chande
XII

1619 - 38 colonist arrive Berkley Hundred ,
Virginia

1943- World War II: Allied air forces begin
attacking Germany's secret weapons bases in
Operation Crossbow.

1864 - American Civil War
Also, regional parties have increasingly
realised that they no longer need the
Congress. Even after the Mandal churning of
the 1990s, the Congress had maintained it's
core vote bank, and leaders from Lalu Yadav
to the BSP needed this vote bank to stay in
power. Today, these parties don't think this is
necessary. After all, the Congress was
responsible for reducing the tally of the BSP in
UP and the RJD in Bihar.

1865 - 13th amendment to the US constitution
1971- Battle of Gazipur: Pakistani forces
stand defeated as India cedes Gazipur to
Bangladesh.

1875- Notorious New York Politician Boss
Tweed escapes prison
1945- United States Senate approves US

2017- The International Olympic Committee
bans Russia from competing at the 2018
Winter Olympics for doping at the 2014
Winter Olympics.

participation in The United Nations
1967- Vietnam War

Other parties saw this, and are instead
choosing to embrace the path laid out by TMC

credit-www.google.com
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6th December

2017- Donald Trump's administration
ofcially announces the recognition of
Jerusalem as the capital of Israel.

1648- Colonel Thomas Pride of the New
Model Army purges the Long Parliament of
MPs sympathetic to King Charles I of
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airliners are taxiing down the runway
aMadridBarajas Airport, killing 93 people.
2016 - Pakistan International Airlines Flight

7th December

661, a domestic passenger ight from Chitral

England.
1354- Margaretha van Bavarian's son earl
Willem V signs peace treaty.

1704- Battle of Chamkaur: During the
Mughal-Sikh Wars, an outnumbered Sikh
Khalsa defeats a Mughal army.

1696- Connecticut Route 108, one of the
oldest highways in the U.S. is completed to
Trumbull.

1790- The U.S. Congress moves from New
York City to Philadelphia.

to Islamabad, operated by ATR-42-500
crashes near Havelian, killing all 47 on board.

1703 - Great storm of 1703 hits Southern
England - thousands killed, Royal Navy losses
13 ships and around 1,500 seamen.

1865 - Georgia raties the 13th Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution.

1724- Tumult of Thorn - religious unrest was
followed by the execution of nine Protestant
citizens and the mayor of Thorn, by Polish
authorities.

1882 - Transit of Venus, second and last of the
19th century.
1884- The Washington Monument in
Washington, D.C., is completed.

1732- The Royal Opera House opens at
Covent Garden, London.

1912- The Nefertiti Bust is discovered.

1741 - Elisabeth Petrovna becomes tsarina of
Russia.

1990 - A military jet of the Italian Air Force,
1837- The Battle of Montgomery's Tavern, the
abandoned by its pilot after an on-board re,

only battle of the Upper Canada Rebellion,

crashed into a high school near Bologna, Italy,

takes place in Toronto, where the rebels are
quickly defeated.

killing 12 students and injuring 88 other
people.

1936- Australian cricketer Jack Fingleton
becomes the rst player to score centuries in

2005- An Iranian Air Force C-130 military

four consecutive Test innings.

transport aircraft crashes into a ten-oor
apartment building in a residential area of

1983 - An Iberia Airlines Boeing 727 collides

Tehran, killing all 94 on board and 12 more on

with an Aviaco DC-9 in dense fog while the two

the ground.
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Media Circus
Oh Politicia!!! Isn't that the best magazine ever
created? Factually perfect, consisting the best
ever material on earth with no competition even
coming near it.

The reason behind that is that the advertisements,
which earn the channels money, are of products
like cars, face creams, TVs, fridges, etc. which do
not cater to these communities, so why even
bother! The target base of these ads is the
population in big cities which unfortunately live in
an ignorant state of bliss.

Politicia, a political magazine with information,
news and the most importantly the truth.

So, no matter how much we criticize the media,
joke about it or ignore it, it's in our hands to
change it.

From the two above mentioned descriptions which
one seemsmore true and accurate?Which one
grabs more of your attention? Which one do you
think is the representation of media today while
which should represent the media? Media. What
is the Media's job? To sugarcoat news to promote
a certain agenda or to report unbiased news to
the public for the nation's welfare? Some people
refer to the media as the fourth pillar of
democracy. But what responsibility does this title
bring? The true responsibility of a journalist is to
criticise the government, discuss its aws and
increase accountability. Today the Indian media
has gone from informed discussion toairing
debates with constant shouting.

-Bimarsh Jha
X

The original organs of Indian media are All India
Radio (Akashvaani) and Doordarshan. In 1982,
Doordarshan began all India broadcasting, by
presenting news that was directly sanctioned by
the government. This was in the form of prosaic
facts. This was due to two reasons. First, since this
was the only channel at the time, there was no
constant need to grab attention. Second, since the
channel was not a private enterprise, there was no
need to make prots.
But in the years to come, as the private players
would enter the market, it would slowly become a
rat race of who could get the news rst and to a
wider audience which, unfortunately, did not go
hand in hand with the factual accuracy of the
news. And slowly and steadily the ”news” in these
c hannels became more of pleasing the
government just so that the heads of these
organisations could have good relations with the
government. Another major issue in the media
today is the negligence of the poor and
underprivileged communities, such as the farmers.
credit-www.google.com
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Do we Need a new Multilateral World Order?
Against
We all have heard of the term World Order. By
denition it refers to a set of arrangements for
preserving global political stability. The notion of
this term is not as noble as it reects. This term was
rst coined during the 2nd world war by Adolf Hilter
when he raised propaganda for the creation of new
Nazi World Order. Looking back in history, his
efforts to establish this proposed world order did no
good to society, instead saw largescale violation of
the basic human rights among other terrible
eventualities. Till date, we read about this and
reect on its disastrous outcomes. Can we then
conclude thatWorld Order is an egregious term?
World Order itself can't be dened as egregious or
not, it all depends on its implementation. Including
multilateral within world order, can be interpreted
as an alliance of multiple nations to maintain global
political stability. This paints a more optimistic
picture of global stability. This will be the picture,
which the side proposition will present. But how
practical is it to establish a new multilateral world
order and what are its implications?Practically, it is
not possible to establish a new world and even if we
aspire to establish one, inculcating reforms
acceptable to every member country is like an arrow
without any destination.

Many countries will prosper but some countries won't.
Especially fragile economies, which are just surviving
only because of social incentives provided by elite
nations. Secondly, will world governments come to
an agreement concerning social, economic and
political principles to be implemented? The answer is
no; either their foreign policies or their interests
won't lead them to an agreement. If the governments
are not prepared to co-operate with each other
then how can we expect an efcient world order? If
this initiative is started by graceful efforts of various
governments then eventually stronger nations will
have dominance because of their economic power
and geopolitical heft. In the latter part of this
hypothetical world, superpower nations will
eventually control the functioning of world
governments and economies in the name of theNew
World Order. Furthermore, in any situation, conicts
will arise as the government won't like external
organizations to inuence their decision making.
Bloc-formation is also one reason that will hinder the
functioning of this new world order; nations with
similar interests will lobby to exert their interests, this
could also lead to a minority complex.

Imagine a world governed by 195 countries and
their administration. This implies the USA, Russia and
China working together in this hypothetical world!
These countries with different ideologies and with
different visions of their own can lead to a disaster
when it comes to world governance. Understanding
that most of the countries are not on the same page
when it comes to the political policies they follow. For
many, a multilateral order will be no less than a
coup! Then the purpose of world order will be
problematic, as such this will lead to political
instability. The main issue will be conict in
management. Different countries have been
governed differently, their social environment
responds differently to different political ideas.

At last, the new multilateral world order is not
practical because even if we need one, we are just
not prepared to initiate one. Even if we do initiate
one, problems suc h as inter nal conicts,
disagreements and bloc-formations will constantly
trigger instability. In the longer run, stronger nations
will control any newly instituted world order and
leave behind poor nations with fragile economies,
because it is very understood that nations don't
entertain any external organization to inuence
their governance as it is a threat to its internal
legitimacy. Lastly, we have to understand that
different nations require unique sets of ideologies
for better governance. The question possessed at
the beginning-- do we need a new multilateral
world order? Well we don't! because better
coordination amongst nations will do much more
good than a new multilateral world order.

The truth is that political rigidities in these
multilateral organizations charged with overseeing
economic globalization will prevent adequate social
reform because of conict of interest.

-Parth Tiwari
XI
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Do we Need a new Multilateral World Order?
For
At the very onset, let me dene what multilateralism
is and what it stands for. A multilateral setting refers
to a diplomatic alliance between three or more
countries to pursue a common goal. In the context of
this debate, 'multilateral world order' signies a
world where ideals of collective decision-making,
teamwork and cooperation are upheld. This also
indicates that no country would be able to inuence
world trade and politics unilaterally.The need for a
new multilateral world order has not arisen recently
and we have witnessed analysts insisting on its
implementation for a long time. However, this need
has intensied over the pandemic which served as
an epiphany to governments across the world,
proving to them that the current world order is
ineffective. The international community's ability to
provide public goods is plummeting and the
shortage of COVID-19 equipment served as
concrete proof for the same.It has been
acknowledged that this process of supplying public
resources can very well be carried out by middle
powers – both from the West and the global South.
This debate is simple because it revolves around the
tussle between teamwork and individuality. At the
international scale, the United States itself cannot
support the global supply chain. It is clear that we
need different countries to provide us with different
inputs for the output to be abundant and qualitative.
As we noticed in the case of COVID-19 vaccines,
anti-multilateralism sentiments in the Trump
administration resulted in a dearth of doses which
further inicted harm upon the poorer nations of the
world.

than 90% of war-related deaths in the past 5 years
have occurred in countries where terrorist groups
have been operating. This, in turn, has repercussions
ranging from mass exodus to economic imbalance.
The world has placed unnecessary restrictions on
multilateral organizations from acting in such
perturbed areas. For instance, the United Nations is
stymied from solving such critical cases and it is not
desirable for the NATO to expand out-of-area
operations. Again, regional operations have proven
ineffective and these nations which are plagued by
both civil war and terrorism keep spiraling into
disaster. Hence, a multilateral world order would
mean a much more efcient system of conict
management.
Finally, moving against multilateralism is also a
sign of resistance towards globalization. While
people throughout the world have been
questioning the reliance on global supply chains, it
is important to note that these very support
systems will help us get through emergencies such
as the COVID-19 pandemic. For the rst time in
four decades, there is anactual possibility of
active military hostilities between the world's
greatest powers. With rising tensions between the
US, China and Russia, we cannot deny that our
society is on the verge of another disaster. The
Biden administration has indeed shaped the
dynamics in such a way that geopolitical tensions
may recede but the need of the hour is
multilateralism.Thus, in order to ensure peace and
prosperity and to better international relations,
we do need a multilateral world order to emerge.

Secondly, a multilateral world order would help in
ensuring peace and security. In the past, whenever a
group of nations has taken joint action in a conict,
the outcome has been more fruitful than when
individual nations have tried to interfere in another
country's domestic matters. During the 1990s and
early 2000s international cooperation brought war
and violence to their lowest since World War II.
However, with support for multilateralism
diminishing, this improvement has almost been
reversed. In terms of modern-day warfare, the
primary issue is how transnational terrorism is fused
with civil war in countries. This is the situation in most
middle-eastern countries where internal disturbance
is taken advantage of by extremists. In fact, more

-Arnav Goel
XI

For example, implementing globalization in this new
world order.

smart city Memphis
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Political Compass - Water Assest
At this point, the ship is deployed in the Indian
Ocean and has its homeport in Karwar. The ship
can carry a massive eet of 36 aircraft. It is
equipped with Long Range Air Surveillance Radars
LESORUB-E. It is equipped with 4 AK630 CIWS,
Barak 1, and Barak 8. The ship is a signicant part
of the Indian Fleet and makes it possible for the
Indian Navy to operate at some distance from
home.
HMS Queen Elizabeth: The ship is named after the
rst queen of Elizabeth. HMS Queen Elizabeth was
commissioned in 2014. It is a part of the agship
eet of the United Kingdom. This is one of the rst
aircraft carriers to have two control rooms, giving it
the capacity to function even if one of the rooms
faces problems during a battle.
The presence of naval assets is essential for
protecting the sovereignty and protecting the
commercial interest in terms of trade via water
routes. All nations, even with a tiny coastline or
those which use the sea as means of trade, have
navies. The strength of the Navy varies greatly,
with a few nations that can operate from
anywhere in the world, while there are some
which just have the facility to patrol their
territorial waters. Here are some of the most
famous and robust naval vessels of the present
era.

Furthermore, this is the rst non-US aircraft carrier
with the ability to land F-35s. The aircraft carrier is
tted with S1850M long rage as well as Type 997
medium-range radars, giving it excellent radar
detection. It is also equipped with 3 x Phalanx
CIWS, 4 x 30mm DS30M MK2 guns as well as six
mini-guns. This aircraft carrier shows the world how
technology is utilised and impressed not one but
all.
Shandong: This is a second-generation aircraft
carrier. The carrier was developed and is being
used by the Chinese National Navy. This can carry
40+ aircraft, including the latest J-15 variant of
the Chinese jet ghters. It is equipped with Type
346A S-band AESA which provides it with longdistance detection as well. It is equipped with 3—
Type 1130 CIWS, 3— HQ-10 (18 Cell Missile
system), making it possible for this fortress to ght
with anyone. It is also super fast at 32 knots. This,
too, truly is a marvel of technology like none other.

USS Gerald R. Ford:Named after the 38th
president of The United States, this is the latest
and the biggest ever aircraft carrier of the
United States of America. This is also nuclearpowered, which makes it possible to be deployed
for a very long time in distant waters, as a part of
the 7th eet of the USA. The USS Gerald R. Ford
can hold 75+ aircraft at the same time. The ship is
equipped with state-of-the-art AN/SPY-3 and
AN/SPY-4 sensors, giving it long-range radar
coverage. The ship is also equipped with 4 RIM
launchers, 3 Phalanx CIWS and 4 50 Caliber
Machine Guns. This gives the ship the capacity to
ght all types of vessels, including stealth
submarines. Making it a fortress in itself.

-Abhyuday Tulsyan

INS Vikramaditya: This is the only current
aircraft carrier of the Indian Navy at this point.
The ship was originally a part of the naval forces
of the Russian Federation. This was commissioned
in 2013 after an intense process of refutation
and upgrades.
MichaelPrimarez.com
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The Political Analysis Of Squid Games.
“Squid Game” has emerged as the most popular
show on Netix, and it comments on the grip that
money and the wealth have on our lives with
stunning cinematography, tight writing, and apt
cultural commentary. It's not surprising to see why
it has become a colossal hit. “Squid Game”
follows the trend of stories such as “Battle
Royale”,“The Hunger Games” and “Godswill”,
which set up deadly games with high stakes.It
follows in the footsteps of the South Korean lm
“Parasite” as both arrive with stair motifs and
class commentary. It has elements of “Black
Mirror”and its present-day dystopian vibe may
come as a surprise that a non-English, nonwestern show has topped the Netix charts.

Even after being given out, many people return
to win the cash prize, which results in a quick
devolution into violence and angry mobs.
But though Squid Game's social critique most
obviously aims at extreme inequality, its satire is
most effective when it targets a principle that has
served to defend, justify, and perpetuate such
disparities. Squid Game is perhaps at its best
when viewed as an analysis of meritocracy and
capitalism.
Capitalism:
The Guards, colloquially called "Pink Soldiers" or
"Masked Men", are the staff who manage,
upkeep, and enforce the rules of the Squid
Games. The guards are assigned a number, a
bunk, and a job to do like the players. They are
watched every second of the day. They can't
forge personal relationships with one another
and can be replaced like cogs in a machine. This
is quite obviously a representation of how
capitalism strips people of their individuality and
exploits them for their labor.

Squid Game follows a group of 456 people as
they enter a deadly tournament to win 45.6
billion won, which converts into around 39 million
USDollars, 33 million Euros or 27 million Pounds.
The contestants of Squid Gameplay seemingly
innocent children's games but with lethal
consequences. Huang Dong-Hyuk, the creator
and director of the show, started developing the
script in 2008. He took inspiration from the
Japanese “Battle Royale”, “Liar Game” and
“Kaiji”. The result of this is a thrilling show steeped
in cultural commentary from the characters to the
costumes.

We've seen many narratives that pit lower and
middle-class people against each other for the
entertainment of the wealthy. Still, unlike the
stories that revolve around people battling to
death in articial arenas, Squid Game is not set
up in a future dystopia. Still, in a present reality,
this reality is ruled by capitalism, inequality, and
debt. South Korea has the highest level and
growth of household debt in the world. Despite
being centered on South Korean characters and
concerns; the show speaks to the state of the
world. The popularity shows that it strikes viewers
no matter their cultural background. Huang has
even stated that the show aimed to comment on
capitalism.
Squid Game's extreme inequality, slaughter,
mutual suspicion, and general terrorism all come
directly from the left wing dictator's playbook.
The historical details of famine and internal
oppression are clear to show that

Huang doesn't miss an opportunity to examine
the class gap. Squid Game illustrates the
complete lack of privacy and constant
surveillance present in our culture. The cast of
characters is the driving force behind this show
and allows for exploring varying themes. The
show concentrates on a handful of characters,
many of whom are disenfranchised and
desperate for money.
The relative simplicity of the games allows both
Huang and the audience to concentrate on the
characters. The show is an examination of
humanity and class. The players quickly object to
the atrocities and deaths before they see the
amount of money at stake.
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Meritocracy:

capitalism is more desirable than socialism. That
does not mean capitalism is perfect - it has many
aws, and governments play important roles in
tackling it, such as dismantling illegal rule, or
using taxes to address inequality. But even in their
worst case scenario, capitalism is the lesser of two
evils.

Meritocracy has a temporary object as the subject
of a debate. A signicant number of recent critical
studies conducted by sociologists, economists, and
philosophers have focused on the role of social
justice in ensuring the levels of inequality we face
today.

Squid Game asks a tough yet fundamental
question about life: Can one keep one's soul
dignied and continue to compete in the cruel
and merciless environment that capitalism has
created for itself?

We have been sold the idea that a decent society
will be where our material well-being will be
determined not by class, race, or gender, but by a
combination of our ability and effort. Meritocrats
believe in fair society competition, equal
playground, and the rewards of being skilled and
diligent enough to raise society's standards.

This question, of course, is rooted in an ancient
metaphor that holds sway over the world at any
time in the face of increasingly divisive neoliberalism. Although the Squid Game is an absurd
mystery, it does not lose sight of the brutal facts
that have given South Korea the highest suicide
rate and the lowest fertility rate in the world.

But in a competitive society, not everyone can win.
The dark side of meritocracy is that it justies
inequality because the better off get their position,
which means that the worst ones also deserve their
share. And when people are convinced that their
society is genuinely worthwhile, political resistance
to inequality is much harder to establish.

There are a lot of hopeless people out there who can
get into the game, even if they are in danger, to pay
off their debts.

The political pledges of mass respect reached a
climax in the 1980s and 1990s and declined since
the 2008 nancial crisis, with economic hopes that
helped make human dignity more meaningful.

The brain behind the games states that the
extremely poor and the ultra-wealthy are
essentially the same: miserable and bored. This is the
reasoning behind the Squid Game to give the uberwealthy board, despite their hordes of wealth, a
slice of entertainment and they in return completely
ignore the reality of living in poverty and the
hardships that come with it. The show echoes the
tone-deaf and empty actions of the rich and famous
in our world.

The meritocracy nonetheless continues to plague
modern politics. For example, just last year, Kamala
Harris' bid for vice president included the guarantee
that everyone could "“be equal and compete on an
equal footing.” And some evidence suggests that a
growing segment of the population continues to
believe they live in a meritocratic environment.
The theme of the Squid Game competition is a code
of conduct based on the infallible number of game
runs, giving competitors a chance that is not
available outside of the game. In his words
(translated): "These people are suffering from
inequality and discrimination all over the world, and
we give them one last chance to ght for equality
and win."

The players are given a way out if the majority
voted to end the game. However, the "Front Man"
(The man who ran the game from the beginning)
teased the players with exorbitant cash prizes
before they voted. This is similar to the scare tactics
corporations like Amazon used to stamp out
revolutionary rebellion to keep their workers tied to
their job. He acts like everyone has an equal chance
at winning, but this equality is an illusion. Under a veil
of equal opportunities, the leader continues to act as
a puppeteer controlling the fates of all 456 players.
His fairness mantra isn't based on any genuine
desire for equality but to please his VIPs, donors, or
shareholders.

Not surprisingly, the reality of the Squid Game
competition falls short of its commendable concept.
The prospect of a quality stadium is undermined by
the same social factors that corrupt a competitive
society outside of the game. Form groups; women
are rejected; older players are discarded.
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But is the injustice in Squid Game really that the
c o m p e t i t i o n i s u n f a i r ? Wo u l d f e a r h a ve
disappeared if rivals were "equally equal"?

corruption of its subordinates, as long as it can
achieve the goals of leadership. First of all, the
rst impression that “Squid Game” gives many
viewers is that the game architecture is gorgeous
and the costumes are brightly colored, but
behind the game there are huge lies, struggles
and murderous intent. This is a metaphor for the
Communist Party's “fake big sky” and fraud.

This is a competition you win, where a small portion
of the players will benet, and where a careless
difference in performance can make the difference
between success and failure and the difference
between life and death.Compare this with the
divided labor markets of countries such as the US,
where middle-income jobs have been replaced by a
small number of high-achieving positions, as well as
low-wage jobs leading to the rest. Like the US, even
societies that have embraced genuine respect have
produced fewer chances of winning, while losing
leaves tens of millions in poverty.

Then, all players who participate in the game
must sign a “consent” and obey the three rules of
the game. The rst two is “participants shall not
arbitrarily interrupt the game” and “participants
who refuse to play the game will be considered
eliminated.” In fact, this is a metaphor for the
swearing-in ceremony of joining the Communist
Party. As long as you join the Communist Party
organization, you must unconditionally obey the
Party's orders to act, and be ready to sacrice
everything for the Party at any time. You cannot
have your own opinions or propositions, be you a
criminal or a monk.

The Squid Game is also a competition in which the
poorest in the community are forced to play. While
the game rules allow players to go out at any time and even allow a democratic vote on whether to
continue - the misery that awaits them outside the
game does not make this a natural choice.

The winner takes it all, the losers die, and the
participants have no choice but to play. The
radical meritocracy of Squid Game is a
recorded version of the inequality that has
emerged from the competitive society.

Things can't be rebellious, otherwise they will be
“eliminated”, and they will lose their lives in the
game. The creation of large-scale collective fear
is a common rule of all totalitarian systems
around the world.

Communism:
"For Communists, everyone wears the same
clothes."
In the context of the story, however, this reading
does not make much sense - the incident is
apparently a mockery of a myth of democracy.
The show openly contradicts the Front Man's
message, with unfortunate players who chose an
intricate candy shape facing the barrel of a gun,
or being forced to jump on the glass panes rst,
having unknowingly picked the wrong number.
Squid Game, conceived by a man who struggled
to hold his head above the water under
capitalism, is probably not about communism.
Also, to be anti-capitalist does not necessarily
mean to support communism, so the attempt to
redene the meaning of the series is seen as a
bizarre defense.

It uses fear to force the people who dare not
resist. But fear is also a catalyst for “evil” and
“selshness” that inspires people's hearts, and it is
a sharp axe that destroys morality and humanity.
In the game, managers use “death” to create
collective fear, forcing the contestants to ignore
their three-seven-ones. In order to save their lives,
they have to nd ways to beat others and even
kill others. Therefore, I think that the whole “Squid
Game”, from a certain perspective, is exposing
how the Communist Party persecutes humans and
transforms people into “non-humans”. At the
same time, it is also a prediction that a handful of
dignitaries will lead the world—the trappings of
communism.
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live in today, which has much of its roots in the
imperialistic industrial Victorian Era. That is why
nations worldwide can appreciate death game
storylines no matter which country provides it to
them. This death game is just a metaphor for the
lives we live. It offers us a peek into what has
gone wrong in our society and who suffers
because of it.

-Vihan Shukla
X

soundstagecomics.com

Watching Squid Game made me realize how
these power dynamics persist throughout history
and different cultures and societies.
Socioeconomic disparity, the struggle for
resources, individualism over community,
aspirations for upward social mobility — all of
these peculiarities of humanity are critical
characteristics of the global capitalist world we

But somehow I feel the game system is very similar
to the Communist Party. In order to achieve the
will of the party and achieve the goals of leaders
or dignitaries, the system can sacrice human life
at all costs, and it can also condone arbitrary
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Since three decades insurgency in parts of India
has resulted in excess government expenditure
that could have been put to better use in the eld
of national development. And since then, these
insurgency problems have resulted in the deaths
of countless armed forces personnel. Knowing this,
it is worthwhile asking where have we reached
and where are we headed?
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The other type of insurgency that the country
deals with is the communist sponsored insurgency
in the central areas in Jhar khand and
Chhattisgarh, and the one in the north-east.
The inland insurgency in Chhattisgarh and
Jharkhand is mainly fueled by a belief of locals in
Maoist and Naxal ideologies. By taking arms,
they have been clashing with local police, armed
forces and other government bodies including the
railways and the election commission. Made of
mostly central tribal volunteers from rural areas
they often take up tactics of mining roads with
improvised explosive devices (IEDs). On paper
they may seem like the worst bunch of the corner
however there is an even more dangerous group
of communist insurgents.

To begin with, it is important to know where the
problem exists. In the north, Jammu & Kashmir is
the jurisdiction tackling the biggest insurgency
issue. Across the LOC, terror groups have recruited
Kashmiris into inltrating the border and attacking
Government institutions, Armed Forces, Police, and
religious minorities since 1987. The root causes
are the election fraud in 1987, the isolation of
Kashmir from the rest of the nation, and the
religious tension. In the resulting insurgency, 7000
insurgents have been killed with 3000 casualties
on the Indian side. The type of insurgency
witnessed in J&K is similar to what was seen in the
Afghanistan War, where it was hard to distinguish
between the enemy and locals.In this ensuing mix
up many Kashmiris have started believing that
they are on the wrong side of the ght. This
question is why many Kashmiri youth are seen
pelting stones on CRPF and Army vehicles as seen
in visuals on the television. So, where are we going
from here? After a dip in insurgency throughout
2020, 2021 has seen a harsher form of insurgent
tactics targeting minorities. Experts say this is to
remind the nation that there is still a conict going
on. Otherwise, the conict has reached a point
where recent international developments (the
capture of Afghanistan by the Taliban) can tip the
scales in anyone's favor. Since the Taliban and AlQaeda were a major driving force for the
insurgents, it is still unclear whether there will be
any direct confrontation especially since the
Taliban has been very vocal about having good
relations with India. Militarily, a solution seems far
away because it would require large amounts of
troops and resources supplemented by support
from both houses of the parliament.

In the north-eastern sector of the nation other
comm unist rebels began a movement
toliberatethe northeast or even the whole nation
and bring communism ever since the fall of Saigon
and the end of the Vietnam War. Using similar
tactics, these guerilla ghters use the dense jungle
as their shield. The problem with this conict is that
only a military ending seems possible, because
politically every stakeholder has turned against
the rebels and yet they manage to stand. With the
entry of Myanmar in the conict in 2018, the issue
becomes more complex. The fact of the matter is
that the regular north eastern person is neither a
pro rebel nor a pro India because rebels many
times turn to harsh means to extract taxes and
because the north east is often neglected by the
mainland.
In conclusion whether it be a diplomatic solution or
military one it would be ideal to have an end to
the conict because today with such conicts being
fought, India has emerged at the world stage with
one hand tied to its back. It could do miracles if it
used both.

Although success cannot be guaranteed, it is
certain that casualties on the Indian side will be
immense with numbers in or above three-digit
gures. Politically, solutions will only arise from
cross border direct cooperation. After mediation
attempts by U.S president Joe Biden failed, it can
be said for sure that a political conclusion is
unlikely at this point.

-Arush Kaintura
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